
 

  STUDENTS FEEDBACK: ACTION TAKEN REPORT  
 

With a well-established and structured mechanism of feedback, needful initiatives are 

incorporated in action plan of the current and forthcoming academic session. Of all the 

suggestions given by the stakeholders, new vocational courses were introduced. The circular 

transport facility was started in September 2019 for female students of all the educational 

institutions with the help of district administration. The girls were extremely happy with this 

long-awaited facility. But it was discontinued in April 2020 due to covid-19 lockdown. Presently 

the female students were in a dire need of restarting this circular transport facility and the same 

was later adopted by the district administration. The financial assistance was increased by the 

institution for the deserving and needy students. Keeping in view the suggestions made by the 

students, wide range of add-on courses focusing on employability, skill development and value-

added courses imparting life- skills have been offered to enable academic flexibility. Students 

were allowed to visit various industries and companies so that they can have practical knowledge 

along with the theoretical knowledge. Numbers of smart classes were increased. New toilets 

were constructed in the campus and dustbins were installed at various places in the campus. To 

cater to the need of healthy food, 'Cafeteria' was started in the campus with wide range of healthy 

eatables. To provide more quiet areas for studying, expansion of library reading room was 

successfully completed. To meet the growing demands of sports infrastructure to our 

sportspersons, renovation of outdoor stadium was completed. To facilitate the students, college 

has also extended the online  facilities for LOR, fee. And bus passes etc. 



 

 

 
 

  TEACHERS FEEDBACK: ACTION TAKEN REPORT  

 
With a well-established and structured mechanism of feedback, needful initiatives are 

incorporated in action plan of the current and forthcoming academic sessions. Keeping in view 

the suggestions made by the teachers regarding the reforms in syllabus and examination, issues 

were raised at different suitable platforms. To facilitate the online teaching-learning process, the 

institution has taken institutional subscription of Google suite as suggested by the teachers at 

mass level. Needful renovations in college campus and lab up-gradation work in various 

departments have been done or are in the process. 



 

 

 

  ALUMNI FEEDBACK: ACTION TAKEN REPORT  

 
The alumni association of the college regularly interacts with various departments to 

expand the domain of alumni and also analyzes the feedback given by the alumni. On the basis 

of this interaction, the association has started a series of alumni interaction sessions (formally 

and informally) on college founder’s day (December 05) and on annual convocation. These 

sessions were organized with an objective of reconnecting with the alumni as well as showcasing 

their success stories to inspire the students. One of the eminent entrepreneur alumni, Sh. Sushil 

Bansal interacted with the students and initiated the LPPY (Lakshya Prapti Protsahan Yojna) for 

the deserving and intelligent students to get success in the competitive examinations and 

contributed/promised rupees 5.0 lakhs per year for this purpose. Alumni also contributed 

financially to help the poor and needy students for their academic achievements. Furthermore, 

they assured all kinds of help, support and cooperation for the betterment of the students and the 

institute also. 



 

 

  EMPLOYERS FEEDBACK: ACTION TAKEN REPORT  

 
With a well-established and structured mechanism of feedback, needful initiatives are 

incorporated in action plan of the current and forthcoming academic session on the basis of 

suggestions given by employers. Maximum employers have acknowledged their satisfaction 

about the employees yet they have given their general suggestions in their response. Employers 

have suggested that college should give more focus on IT and communication skills which are 

very essential for improving the efficiency of the employees.   To address the employers’ vision 

of students’-centric and outcome based academics, the college has taken the initiatives of 

language labs, smart class rooms, experiential learning and internships. 
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